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10.00 – coffee and registration 

10.30 – Adrian Green: Durham Castle as seen by the Learned 

This talk traces the ways in which Durham Castle was seen by the learned men who 
occupied the building and transformed its place within Durham's urban landscape. The 
talk focuses on two key episodes. Firstly, Bishop Tunstall's redevelopment of the 
Castle in King Henry VIII's reign, including views of his new Guildhall on the Market 
Place. Secondly, Bishop Cosin's creation of a Renaissance scholar's garden - which 
remains largely intact despite recent neglect. Castle's gardens were designed to set 
off Bishop Cosin's Library, built in the 1660s. Brief mention will be made of Durham 
Castle as a place of learning for lawyers, and as part of the university planned for 
Durham by Oliver Cromwell in the 1650s, as well as the university established in 1832. 
Durham University's subsequent architecture has anchored itself around the Cathedral 
and Castle now inscribed as a World Heritage Site. 

11.10 – Martin Roberts: Durham Cathedral – An Object in the Landscape 

This talk will consider the changing role of the distant view of Durham Cathedral over 
the centuries, as pilgrim beacon, estate eyecatcher and college focus. It will consider 
how the form of the cathedral itself has been modified to accommodate its position: 
locally dominant, but more distantly sitting low in the landscape.  That extraordinary 
topographical setting (perhaps unique?) was central to the 1974 City Council planning 
policy that established development guidelines for the city, and this will be considered 
at the end of the talk. 



Sponsored by the Institute of Medieval and Early Modern Studies and the Centre for Visual Arts 
and Culture. 

11.50 – Douglas Pocock: A City on a Hill Cannot be Hid: Durham’s World Heritage 
Site in View 

Standing proud on the peninsula, Durham’s cathedral and castle constitute a highly 
visible World Heritage Site, its prominence being one of the two criteria for inclusion 
on UNESCO’s world list.   It has been visually recorded since the mid-17th century. 

Two broad groups of vantage points for depiction of the scene have been chosen, 
one around the rim of a broad amphitheatre in which the peninsula sits, the other 
from the river which encircles the Site. The bulk of the views captured have changed 
little since acceptance of landscape as more than mere topography.  An explanation 
lies not only in the sheer prominence of cathedral and castle, but also in absence of 
flat land inhibiting 19th century industrial growth and land ownership. 

Views relate to specific viewpoints; they are a static representation, whereas motion 
is reality.  Movement, kinetic experience, is a richer engagement with landscape.  
Durham offers different kinds of this visual type of experience.  Here, the majestic 
architecture on high, which provides the climax, is complemented by a surrounding 
ordinariness fashioned by topographical constraints.  It is this latter, supporting part 
of the whole which contributes variety and surprise during traverses of the city. It is 
also the part which is vulnerable to modern developments. 

12.30 – lunch 

13.30 – Jane Gibson: Caring for Durham WHS’s Views and Vistas Today and for the 
Future 

Complementing the longer view (!) given by the other speakers, Jane Gibson will bring 
the conversation up to date, with a review of the importance and challenges of 
managing and preserving views and vistas of Durham Castle and Cathedral World 
Heritage Site in the present day. Concepts covered will include the need to balance 
interests between preservation of the iconic views, with the need to ensure the 
sustainability of the WHS and its setting in an ever-changing 21st century environment. 
Bringing the story right up to date, Jane would also like to explore the new ways people 
are “seeing” our World Heritage Sites, from the selfie generation to virtual reality. Also, 
in light of the upcoming proposal to expand the WHS to include the River Wear 
meander and its outer banks, consideration will be given to the impact his may have 
on the future of our views and vistas of the Site. 

14.10 – Dennis Rodwell: UNESCO, the Historic Urban Landscape initiative, and 
notable European conflicts past and present. (Via Skype) 

14.50 – coffee 

15.20 – Conversation with Contemporary Artists, chaired by Ludmilla Jordanova 
(artists confirmed so far: Stuart Fischer and Sandra Haney)  

16.10 – round-up 

16.30 – close 


